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Lattimore out
for 2011 season
Star tailback suffers
ligament, cartilage
damage in left knee
James Kratch

JKRATCH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Marcus Lattimore carried
South Carolina to the first
SEC Championship Game in
school history last fall.
If the Gamecocks are to
return to Atlanta this season,
they’ll have to do so without
the star tailback.
Lattimore will miss the
remainder of the season after
suffering a torn ligament
and cartilage damage in his
left knee during the fourth
quarter of USC’s 14-12 at
Mississippi State, coach Steve
Spurrier announced Sunday.
“O u r wor st fea r s were
r e a l i z e d ,” s a id Sp u r r ie r
of Lattimore’s status on a

teleconference w it h local
reporters. Spurrier did not
reveal specifics of the injury,
other than Lattimore will
wear a cast for about three
weeks and have surgery on the
knee once swelling subsides.
Lattimore has “no chance”
to return this fall, Spurrier
said, but should be healthy for
the 2012 season.
“We do have one of the
best orthopedic surgeons in
the country in Dr. Jeff Guy,”
Spurrier said. “We feel that
next year that Marcus will
come back stronger than ever.”
Guy’s original prognosis
after USC’s win Sat urday
in Stark ville, Miss. , was a
sprained knee, but further
damage was discovered after
the fact. Lattimore left Davis
Wade Stadium on crutches
with a large brace on the knee
LATTIMORE ● 2

Local protestors
join growing
‘Occupy’ rallies
Columbia supporters
stake out Statehouse
Thad Moore

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Gerry Melendez / THE STATE

Marcus Lattimore is helped off the field after suffering a
knee injury late in USC’s 14-12 win at Mississippi State.

Physical challenge
increases in difficulty,
number of obstacles
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Derek Legette

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Jeremy Aaron / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

More than 9,000 participants in this year’s Ultimate Challenge Mud Run, a fundraiser
held by the Greater Columbia Marine Foundation, faced 32 obstacles Saturday.
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o r e t h a n 9, 0 0 0
people journeyed
t o S a n d y R u n’s
grassy site
Sat urday to run, climb, jump,
swing and overcome 32 obstacles
in the dark, slimy mud.
The Greater Columbia Marine
Foundation held its 18th annual
f a l l Un ited St ate s M a r i ne
Corps Ultimate Challenge Mud
R u n t h at br ou g ht out 9,0 0 0
challengers, split into teams of
fou r w it h na mes t hat ra nged
from “The Mudder Truckers” to
“Dirty Duos.”
The groups each took messy
turns at the 5.2 mile-long obstacle
course — designed to replicate
actual Marine training.
The day’s goal: to raise money
for Marines’ families, Wounded
Warrior projects and scholarships,
said Bill Toomey, the foundation’s
facilities and operations director.
Toomey, a retired fi rst sergeant
Marine, designed the course —
f rom its wall climbs and rope
s w i n g s t o t he Pa r r i s I s l a nd
Grinder and Hamburger Hill.
Some of the challenges were
s c a le d b ac k f r om t he ac t u a l
challenges a Marine would face,
Toomey said. For example, the
Mud Run’s monkey bridge was
14 feet long; the Marines use one
that is 25 to 28 feet long.
The rope bridge on Saturday’s
run was 20 feet long. The Marines
use a 40-foot rope bridge instead.
Still, foundation officials say
the challenge has become harder
than previous years. Two years
ago, there were 18 obstacles to
fight past; this year, there were 32.
“The obstacles are more aligned
with Marines and their training,”
Toomey said. “It’s more to match
what they go through.”
But t h at d id n’t d i s cou r age
people from the challenge.
Painted in mud from head to
toe, Dustin Carlsen of Irmo, 51,
said he did the Mud Run because
it’s a good cause and a lot of fun.
“It’s tough, but it’s f un,” he
said while sipping a beer after his
team finished the course in one
hour and 35 minutes. “It’s not just
about the challenge but teamwork
MUD RUN ● 3

Frustration with wealth disparity
a nd pol it ic a l repre sent at ion
ex ploded onto t he St atehou se
grounds this weekend as “Occupy
Columbia” took hold of the capital
city.
The ongoi ng protest is a n
o ut g r ow t h of t he m o nt h - old
Occupy Wall St reet movement
that began in Manhattan, N.Y., and
has since mushroomed across the
country, moving into the Palmetto
State this weekend.
Shortly after the demonstrations
began at nine Saturday morning,
arou nd 250 people lined up at
Gervais Street, painted signs and
erupted in cheers as passing drivers
honked in support.
“We are the 99 percent — and
so are you,” protestors chanted to
passersby, referring to the disparities
in wealth distribution in the United
States and what protesters describe
as political representation that is
skewed toward corporations and the
wealthy.
T he O c c up y movement h a s
g r o w n f r o m t h at f r u s t r at io n
and rallied around the distinctly
populist “99 percent” mantra, but
protestors are less than unified in
the roots of their anger.
For many, like Trey Murphy
of Colu mbia, t he i nf luence of
corporations and special interests
on elections and government was
the key issue that brought them to
the Statehouse.
“I’m out here mainly because I
want corporations to stop having as
much of an influence on our political
system or more of an inf luence
on our political system than we
do as voters,” said Murphy, who
added that he would be protesting
whenever he wasn’t working. “Just
because we don’t have the money
doesn’t mean we shouldn’t be able to
have the say that we were promised.”
Ot hers raised sig ns t hat
ref lected his sentiment, calling
for “separation of corporation and
state” and saying, “I couldn’t afford
a lobbyist, so I made this sign.”
Unemployment and
u nderemploy ment were a lso
commonly cited issues.
“I’m 58 years old, I have a college
degree, I managed at a broadcast
media department and I now work
at a big box store, and it’s going
to take me six years to break $10 a
year,” said JoAnn Hafter, who also
described the minimum wage as
“unlivable” and added, “It’s about
time South Carolina got out of the
slavery era ... we’re slaves.”
Protestors also railed against
South Carolina’s representatives,
opposition to last year’s health care
legislation and tax cuts under the
George W. Bush presidency, among
other issues.
More generally, the theme of the
protests was bringing equality back
into politics and government.
“I’d like to see a lit t le more
fairness to the common man,” Julie
Olsen said.
Like other Occupy gatherings,
Colu mbia’s prote st s bec a me a
continuous demonstration as about
75 people camped out Saturday
night on the Statehouse grounds
with the permission of authorities,
according to a post on the Occupy
Columbia Twitter page.
By Sunday afternoon, the group
seemed somewhat subdued and its
OCCUPY ● 2

Styx at State Fair

Occupy Wall Street

Road rally

Popular rock band
Styx took audience
members back in
time with clasic
tunes Saturday.

Columnist Michael
Lambert believes the
way the United States
creates its laws needs
to be reformed.

South Carolina
came from behind
to beat Mississippi
State in Starkville on
Saturday.

See page 5

See page 4

See page 8
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LATTIMORE ● Continued from 1
and did not meet with the media.
A fter Latt imore was helped off t he f ield,
his mother, teammates and USC support staff
members surrounded him on the sideline, offering
encouragement and prayer. Many were visibly
distraught.
“We’re like a family,” said defensive end Melvin
Ingram after the game. “When one of us gets hurt,
it’s like all of us get hurt. We want all of our brothers
to be there in every battle.”
Lattimore had just passed 2,000 yards rushing
for his career when the injury occurred. His season
ends with 1,000 total yards of offense, 818 of which
came running the ball, and 11 touchdowns, 10 of
which were rushing. His 4-yard touchdown run in
the second quarter against the Bulldogs gave him
27 rushing scores in his career, which ties him with
Brandon Bennett and Andrew Pinnock for third in
school history.
Lattimore was handling the news “OK,” Spurrier
said. Lattimore and Spurrier spoke Sunday morning
as Lattimore was receiving treatment from team
trainers.
The loss of Lattimore further complicates things
for USC, which already had depth issues at tailback.
Both Kenny Miles (wrist) and Eric Baker (ankle)
have missed multiple games, and Shon Carson
was lost to a knee injury against Georgia. As a
result, true freshman Brandon Wilds, a Blythewood
native, is now USC’s top healthy tailback and will
likely start in the Gamecocks’ next game against
Tennessee on Oct. 29 in Knoxville.
“The little bit he’s had a chance to play, he’s played
pretty well,” said Spurrier of Wilds. “He pretty
much knows it all (the playbook). He’s been with us
since preseason. He’s a quick learner.”
Wilds has 13 carries for 75 yards this season
and three catches for 21 yards. He originally was a
redshirt candidate, but an impressive summer camp
pushed him onto several special teams. When the
season started, Wilds was behind Lattimore, Miles,
Carson and Baker on the depth chart.
Spurrier had said Saturday that Ellington could
see time at tailback if Lattimore was out indefinitely.
But he backed off that stance a bit Sunday, saying
that Ellington would likely remain as the key cog
in USC’s wildcat package, and if he was to see time
at tailback, it wouldn’t be announced publicly for
strategic reasons.
Spurrier said he was hopeful Baker and Miles
would be able to take advantage of USC’s upcoming
bye week, and both return to action against the Vols.
But if they aren’t healthy, the Gamecocks’ next two
tailbacks are walk-ons Joshua Blue and Josh Hinch,
neither of whom have had a carry at USC. Spurrier
said Saturday that USC would likely use two or
three backs in place of Lattimore.
Lattimore was not the only Gamecock whose
season ended on Saturday. Fullback Matt Coffee,
who backed up star ter Dalton W ilson a nd
contributed on special teams, tore a ligament in his
right knee and is out for the rest of the year, Spurrier
said.
The depth situation at fullback is not much better.
Wilson, who played Saturday but missed practice
time earlier in the week with a sprained foot, now
has only redshirt freshman Connor McLaurin
behind him. USC could experiment with tight end
Justice Cunningham at fullback in a manner similar
to the way Patrick DiMarco was used last season if
need be.

Dawson urges safe dating, consent
Stand Up Carolina speaker points out
ways to prevent violence, sexual assault
Amanda Coyne

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Se x u a l a s sau lt sp ea ker M a rk Daw s on of
GotConsent.com emphasized practicing safe
dating and avoiding sexual violence to a full Russell
House Ballroom Sunday night as a part of the
interpersonal violence prevention campaign, Stand
Up Carolina.
“We’re going to get into some sensitive topics,
but we’re going to have fun doing it,” Dawson
said at the beginning of the presentation. Dawson
jumped right into the fun; he took many volunteers
from the audience, largely consisting of members of
sororities, and put them into humorous but realistic
dating scenarios, pointing out the sometimes
ridiculous aspects of the dating process.
“I always saw the dating rules as being backwards,
and this really helped me think of ways to break the
stereotypes,” said Felicia Butler, a first-year political
science student.
In pointing out some of these “backwards” rules,
Dawson focused on the importance of getting
consent at every level and emphasized that consent
is an integral part of healthy relationships.
Carolina Service Council (CSC) President and
fourth-year public relations student Christina
G a l a rd i w a s e nt hu s i a s t ic ab out D aw s o n’s
presentation, describing him as “very entertaining
on a somewhat difficult subject and encouraging
students to engage in healthy relationships.”
Formerly a trainer and performance coach in
business, Dawson decided to travel the country
and speak to college students about respectful
relationships and the importance of consent after
seeing the effects of sexual assault on a survivor
firsthand.
“The reason I started doing this is because a girl
I was dating told me that she had been raped in
college, and I was the fi rst person she had told. I
saw how traumatic it had been for her and that she
didn’t even know where to get help, and it really
changed my whole life,” Dawson said. “At fi rst, I
didn’t know what to do. Then, I embarked on a

two-year path of learning everything I could about
sexual assault and sexual violence so I could make
sure people knew how to get help.”
Though the presentation began lightheartedly,
Dawson did not skirt around the jarring facts and
statistics surrounding sexual assault and violence;
on his accompanying PowerPoint presentation,
the fact that one in three women will be sexually
assaulted in her lifetime was only one of many
statistics presented that illustrated the severity of
the problem.
“I learned about what qualifies as sexual assault,
and it really opened my eyes to how common sexual
assault is,” Butler said. “I knew that it happened a
lot, but I wasn’t aware of the exact numbers.”
Dawson ended his speech by imploring the need
for a “more safe, more trustful, more respectful”
dating environment and presenting a challenge to
audience members: “Pick out three or four people
you know, and tell them that if anyone ever touches
them or hurts them, you’ll be there for them.”
Dawson’s presentation was co-sponsored by the
Office of Sexual Assault and Violence Intervention
and Prevention, CSC , Changing Carolina, Alpha
Chi Omega, Kappa Delta Delta Delta Delta, Alpha
Delta Pi and Kappa Kappa Gamma.
In the same vein as Dawson’s presentation,
CSC will be sponsoring service trips to a local
family shelter Monday, a presentation on bystander
accountability Tuesday and a trip to Hannah House,
a shelter for women and children, Wednesday.
“Especially after the extremely unfortunate
incident with Professor Jennifer Wilson, we felt like
this was an issue that we should bring more attention
to,” Galardi said. “The bystander accountability
presentation will focus on what people should do
when something isn’t right in a friend’s relationship,
as well as personal responsibility in your own
relationships.”
Galardi continued to say that CSC is using the
Stand Up Carolina campaign to take this month to
explore the issue of sexual and domestic violence by
offering service learning opportunities related to
the issue.
Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news

Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com/sports

Brian Almond / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

In support of the “Occupy Wall Street,” protestors stood in front of the Statehouse Saturday for “Occupy Columbia.”
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OCCUPY ● Cont. from 1
size had subsided. About
15 protestors stood — or
sat — along Ger vais,
with a larger contingent
sitting in the shade on
the Statehouse grounds.
A hundred feet away six
others practiced tai chi.
The protest seemed
to show some staying
power, as many people

spoke of their plans to
camp with the group and
it had organized itself
with a daily schedule, a
stock of food donations
a nd pla n ned genera l
assembly meetings.

Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com/
news

MUD RUN ● Cont. from 1
a nd c o m m it me nt a s
well.”
Coming from Team
Dirt y Girlz , Denette
Thams, 38, of Concord,
N.C., had trained for
the obstacle course with
her tea m of mot hers
si nce Ju ly, a nd t he y
were thrilled to work in
the mud.
“We’re super freaks,
and we want to do fun
stuff,” she said.
Toomey said people
come out here for
their various personal

reasons.
“There are neat
stor ies why people
come out and run,” he
said. “People could have
beaten cancer, and now
they want to beat the
Mud Run.”
Deanna Babcock
f rom Durham, N.C.,
came out to r u n like
everyone else — except
she only has one leg.
“ I ’m not re a l ly
scared,” she said. “I’m
looking to do my best.
We’ll make a good team
a nd help eac h ot her

out.”
The 27-year-old had
her left leg amputated
af ter a 2007 t raining
accident, but that didn’t
stop her from hik ing
through the course.
O f f ic i a l s s a y t he y
are still counting the
mone y r a ised i n t he
Mud Run and haven’t
released the figures yet.

Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com/
news

DON’T JUST WORK,
GET EXPERIENCE
OOTO Recruiters offers paid on-campus
positions.
That’s right, paid.

FOLLOW US

Open position:

@thegamecock

Verizon Student Ambassador at the University of South
Carolina
If you are able to connect with people about our
exciting job opportunities; are flexible and adaptable in
challenging situations; and possess a strong interest in
Verizon’s HR and recruiting efforts, then you have the
attributes for success.

To apply, visit us at ootorecruiters.com and
click on Jobs
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‘Occupy’ rallies show
country’s deep woes
The chasm between society’s upper echelon
and the middle class is both staggering and
deepening.
Unemployment rates have soared; here
in South Carolina, certain counties are now
above 15 percent. We face a slowdown — and
in some places almost a total shutdown — of
new businesses. Jobs report after jobs report
discouraging
“Even in their show
figures. A doubleworst state, the d i p r e c e s s i o n
has undoubtedly
protests are
lammed our
accomplishing scountry
with woes
more than
we didn’t expect.
A nd t he r e i s
our nation’s
little reason
leaders.”
to believe
this economic slump, which blasted many
Americans from the pursuit of their dreams,
won’t continue to linger. Partisanship roars in
the Capitol, where even the simplest economic
bill brings exaggerated and severely misguided
pleas from both Republicans and Democrats.
Only those completely naive would believe
Washington, D.C., has previously been
perfect. Far from it. But has our country
ever faced such complex issues with so many
leaders who only desire re-election? You
would be hard-pressed to find another time. A
recent poll shows more than 80 percent of the
country disapproves of Congress. We’d like to
meet the other 20 percent.
We are wallow ing in mediocrit y on
many levels — losing years, falling behind,
becoming a country uninspired. Will we find
our place? Will we recover from such perilous
worries?
It seems unclear, but we applaud “Occupy
Wall Street” folks for at least trying. These
are sloppy protests with little direction, yet
they highlight discrepancies, showing how the
elite continue to prosper while the poor suffer.
We do not condone every bit of these
protests: They are sometimes misguided,
sometimes passionate but not grounded in
reason and occasionally they cross the line.
Yet, even in their worst state, they are
by and large accomplishing more than our
nation’s leaders.
And that should occupy our thoughts.
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Process of making laws must change
Columbia residents
refuse to allow status quo
Occupy Columbia started t his
weekend with a strong force, amazing
weather and a good vibe – the holy
trinity of political protests. But the
question on everyone’s lips – from
newscasters to online commenters – is,
what’s the point? Do they have an
overall goal? From Columbia to Los
Angeles to New York, this question
has weighed heavily on participants
and critiques alike.
The overall goal –
well, there really isn’t
one. A nd t hat’s OK.
What is shared by these
protesters is the idea
that the government is
not working for them.
A s S c ot t We s t , a
Michael
first-year library science
Lambert
graduate student and
Third-year
co-chair of the South
French student
Carolina Green Party,
said, “We aren’t expecting to be saved
by a politician. We aren’t looking to
a party to save the day.” Left, right,
center – all stand broken before the
senseless lack and outright failure of
public policy in this country. And by
public policy, I don’t mean the talking
points that have been spoon-fed to us
over the TV.
We can rant about ideology, but
when it comes to actual implementation
of law – which has moved out of the
hands of straw man politicians and
into those of their fundraisers and
invisible staffs – we are starting to feel
a dangerous lack.
This outrage does not take on a
specific issue. Instead, it tears at the
system of policy decisions that has
left the wealthiest in luxur y, not

by their hard work or capitalistic
competitiveness (as those who defend
them like to say), but through a
spider’s web of legal fallbacks.
We are a generation notorious for
its apathy. What may be best to get us
out of our comfort zone could be this
type of protest, where everyone can
add their own individual marks to a
movement that attacks the running of
the country, not just a party agenda.
Of course, these individual marks
have attracted the most criticism as
media outlets have been hung up
on what I would call the “cosmetic
differences” among occupiers. Yes,
there are artists and weekend Marxists
and all the other fringe political
elements that the powers-that-be
have scared us with for years. But
there are also the faces of the more
“commonplace” Americans: the retired
professional, the newly-hired student,
the mother of three. Perhaps that is
what frightens critics the most – the
fact that policy making has become so
bad in this country to draw everyone
to the front lines (or, in our case, the
Statehouse on a sunny fall Saturday).
For a long time, I struggled to have
an opinion on all this. I understand
the unfairness the occupiers saw; I
understand men and women who
accuse this movement as a blame game
for those who find themselves secure
(for the moment). But I must say: The
way of making laws in this country is
wrong and outright lacking in human
intelligence. Greed and power have
sewn their way into our civic decisions,
choking the life from both the process
and our ability to participate in it.
The Occupy movement might not
change this, but it is proof of a refusal
to continue to be a part of this – and
refusal is the first step.

I at tended t he “Occ upy
Columbia” protest and was both
pleased and disappointed with the
demonstration.
On one hand, I was happy to
see the wide range of people who
attended the rally. I saw men in
suits as well as men in blue jeans.
There were men and women.
There were old folks and young
folks. A lmost ever y ethnicit y
seemed to be represented.
It was gratif ying to see so
many of my fellow college students
present, especially since most of
our parents do not believe that we
care about what’s going on in our
country.
What disappointed me was that
there were so few people there
in total. After the march to the
Statehouse, most of the protesters
gathered in front of the building
to hear various speakers give
their views on what is wrong with
corporate America.
One of t he most prevalent
slogans that I heard was “We are
the 99 percent.” This refers to
the fact that out of all Americans,
the extremely wealthy and the
corporate CEOs are the only
ones who make up the 1 percent
t hat get huge tax breaks and
their businesses bailed out by
our government. The other 99
percent, the average Americans,
are struggling to find jobs in
record levels of unemployment,
pay bills and try to figure out a
way to get medical attention. We
as college students are part of the
99 percent as well. We pay rising
tuitions every year and work very
hard to get our degrees, but when
we graduate and go out into the job
market, we find that our degrees
aren’t much help due to the lack of
available jobs.
I strongly encourage everyone
to inform themselves about the
Occupy movement and find a way
to stand up for what they believe in.
— Kaylyn Quattlebaum, third-year
broadcast journalism student

Globalization blurs line with Westernization
Instead of societal interchanges,
single culture dominates inﬂuence
In the era of a globalizing world, it is impossible to
view events, even those on the smallest scales, without
considering their effects on an international scale.
Undoubtedly, globalization comes with benefits and
is a window to the world. Through it, one can brush
shoulders with many cultures and experience ideas that
geographical boundaries would make difficult. Only
by globalization is the exchange of knowledge and
new technology possible between countries. With new
knowledge and technology, the standards of living for
people all over the world can be raised.
Examples of a “global nation” are everywhere —
from the ubiquitous McDonald’s chain to the steady
increase in number of multinational corporations to the
fact that sales of Apple products in China’s four retail
stores combined are higher than that of anywhere else
in the world. But this is where globalization begins to
look strange. Rather than seeing a reciprocal flow of

ideas between countries, globalization has become a
lopsided exchange in which the West dominates. In
fact, it is more difficult now to differentiate between
“globalization” and “Westernization,” as the two
concepts tend toward synonymy.
It ma ke s sense log ic a l ly: More
developed countries inf luence less
d e v e l o p e d c o u nt r ie s . T he We s t
influences the East.
The problem, however, is that this has
begun to create an oligarchy in the global
sphere. The West is no longer simply a
Alice
part of the whole — it is a leader and a
Chang
norm-setter for the rest of the world. The
Second-year
ethical implications of this are hardly a
international
novelty.
business student
“Are our methods really the best?” was
a question asked for centuries during colonization and
all the way up through the Iraq War.
This new wave of Western imperialism has already
had a slew of repercussions for the rest of the world.
Cultures and traditions have been lost from many

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
V ie w p o i nt s p a g e i s t o s t i m u l at e
discussion in the University of South
Carolina community.
All published authors are expected
to provide logical arguments to back
their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers
three methods of expression: letters to
the editor, guest columns and feedback
on dailygamecock.com.
Letters and g uest columns
shou ld b e s ubm it ted v ia em a i l to
g a m e c o c k e d it o r @ s c . e d u . L e t t e r s
must be 200 to 300 words in length

and include the author’s name, year in
school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
colu m ns. Colu m n ist s shou ld keep
submissions to about 500 words in
length and include the author’s name
and position.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Da ily G amecock a nd must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let
us know about it. Email sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will
print the correction in our next issue.

Eastern countries in the attempt to surrender their
“antiquated” values to adjust to those of the West.
These countries don’t have much of a choice. Often,
Westernization is the only way to gain recognition
and acceptance in the political and economic realm. In
order to join forces with institutions such as the United
Nations or to borrow money from the World Bank,
nations must succumb to certain social, political and
economic conditions — conditions set, of course, by
the West.
As globalization continues to infest the world with
its ruthless growth, modernization and assimilation are
inevitable. But globalization may also have consequences
and downsides that we, though helpless to prevent, can
ameliorate by our recognition of them. We must ensure
that justice can prevail in transnational institutions
and that countries, developed or not, have the rights to
representation in decision-making processes.
We must ensure that hundreds of years of history
are not forsaken in attempts to create global standards.
It would be a tragedy to reach one consensus and lose
hundreds of identities.
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STYX BRINGS ‘GRAND ILLUSION’

Nicole DeBartolo / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Guitarist James “J.Y” Young (left), original Styx bassist Chuck Panozoo (center) and current bassist Ricky Phillips (right) rock at the Pepsi Grandstand on Saturday night.

Band takes crowd back in
time with ’70s, ’80s tunes
Kristyn Winch

KWINCH@DAILY GAMECOCK.COM

The audience at the Pepsi Grandstand
was t reated to a “Grand Illusion”
Saturday night when Styx took the stage
at the South Carolina State Fair.
Styx, best known for hits like “Come
Sail Away,” “Lady,” “Renegade” and
“Mr. Roboto,” had its heyday in the
1970s and ’80s. Only two of the band’s
original members still tour with the
band , but the current lineup rocked
its way through a 14-song set list and
proved that Styx was still worthy of a
standing ovation.
The long, winding lines to get into
the Pepsi Grandstand delayed concert
start time by about 10 minutes. Fans
weren’t annoyed by the delay; many
anxiously sat on the edge of their seats,
excited to see the band take the stage.
Styx drew a large crowd; the majority
of seats were filled and only a few empty
rows remained in the west stands.
The band’s set started with a high
energy version of “Blue Collar Man

[

(Long Nights).” Keyboardist Lawrence
Gowan danced around his piano, which
was placed on a platform that rotated 360
degrees. Guitarist and vocalist Tommy
Shaw urged audience members to clap
along, which they did happily. The
stage was illuminated with pink, yellow,
purple and blue flashing lights, which
blended in nicely with the glow of the
Ferris wheel outside the Grandstand.
All band members still sport long,
flowing locks reminiscent of popular
’80s hairstyles. Styx dressed like rock
stars, too. Gowan looked spiffy in a
black leather jacket. Shaw wore what can
only be described as shiny black leggings
and a slightly opened button-down white
shirt. Bassist Ricky Phillips looked a bit
like present-day Billy Ray Cyrus in a
white shirt, black vest and shiny boots.
A f ter “Blue Col la r Ma n,” St y x
lau nc hed i nto “G r a nd I l lu sion ,”
complete with spot-on vocal harmonies
and well-played piano and guitar solos.
All band members, except drummer
Todd Sucherman, shared mic time either
on lead vocals or backup.
“Are you warmed up, South Carolina?
Welcome to the grand illusion,” Shaw
said.

“Let me take it in for a moment —all the
pretty lights and all the pretty people.”

]

The band followed with “Too Much
Time on My Hands,” engaging the
audience with a call-and-response
during the song’s chorus.
Styx took it slow for a while with a
stunning rendition of “Lady.”
“Let me take it in for a moment —
all the pretty lights and all the pretty
people,” Gowan said.
Guitarist James “J.Y.” Young addressed
the audience, saying “Lady” was the
band’s first single “back in the Jurassic
ages.” The band then played “Lorelei,”
the single released after “Lady” in 1974,
and an acoustic performance of “Man in
the Wilderness,” a song the band rarely
performs these days that showed off
Shaw’s powerful range on the final note.
Following “Man in the Wilderness,”
Gowan took a moment to quiz the
audience.
“This is the philosophical part of the
show. It’s not all cotton candy at the
fair,” Gowan said.
Gowan delivered quotes by
Muhammad Ali and Confucius along
with Styx lyrics, asking the audience
who said each quote. The band rejoined
Gowan and played “I’m OK,” followed
by three tracks off “Crystal Ball” (1976),
Shaw’s first album with Styx.
At one point during the show, Shaw
asked the crowd who had seen Styx
before, and the majority of the audience
whooped and hollered. There were a few
audience members who were seeing Styx
for the first time Saturday, though.

During the end of the show, Shaw
brought original Styx bassist Chuck
Panozzo on stage to play “Fooling
Yourself” with the band.
After playing “Miss America,” Gowan
gave the audience another test, asking
them to finish lyrics of classic songs
like The Rolling Stones’ “Jumpin’ Jack
Flash” and Queen’s “Fat Bottomed
Girls.” Gowan then began playing the
Styx classic “Come Sail Away,” jumping
on the keyboard once the band rejoined
him and the fast-paced bridge kicked
in. A fog machine and streamer cannon
were utilized during the final song, too.
It was obvious a number of older fans
were in the crowd, as lighters were held
in the air in addition to cellphones.
Concertgoers banged t heir feet
on the bleachers until Styx returned
for an encore. Band members threw
T-shirts and larger items that looked
like Snuggies into the crowd. Panozzo
returned to the stage to play “Paradise”
and “Renegade.”
T he ba nd d isplayed a f r iend ly
dynamic. Band members praised each
other between songs, and it was clear
that these guys truly enjoy making music
together. Like true stars, all five band
members joined hands with Panozzo and
took a bow, taking in a well-deserved
round of applause and thanking the
audience for rocking with them.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

Tin Roof hosts Luke Bryan, ‘CMT on Tour’
Thousands dance, sing along
with country acts at local bar
Chloe Gould

CGOULD@DAILY GAMECOCK.COM

Solo cups and cans of beer were held high above the
crowd, as girls put their cowboy boots to the pavement
and made the speakers go boom boom. The spirit of
the South was alive and well Saturday night, as the
Tin Roof hosted Luke Bryan, Lee Brice and Josh
Thompson in its first-ever outdoor show.
The four-hour show, held in the parking lot of the
Vista’s Tin Roof, brought a little bit of the country to
Columbia, making a 3,500-person show in the heart
of the city feel like a true country pavilion event.
Concertgoers sipped their drinks, sang along with each
of the acts and showed no shame in their dance moves.
Girls sat atop guys’ shoulders, shouting out lyrics to
“Country Girl (Shake It for Me)” right back at Bryan,
and the music — supplemented with killer Poison,
Vanilla Ice and Lady Gaga covers — created an almost
unreal energy and a whole new venue and future for
the city’s music scene.
Josh Thompson, the fi rst in the “CMT on Tour”
set, took the stage, earning a cheer from the audience
that most resembled, “Here’s to health, Carolina” —
the crowd was blanketed with cans of beer, raised to
the stage, as Thompson asked, “You feel like singing
tonight, Columbia, S.C.?”
Thompson took a minute to praise the troops — a
staple in each of the night’s sets — saying, “God bless
the men and women fighting overseas. If it weren’t for
people like them, I couldn’t sing about reading the
Bible, owning a gun or listening to Johnny Cash.”
He then earned a cans-up salute for his shout outs
to John Wayne, Johnny Cash and John Deere in his
performance of “Way Out Here.”
Sumter native Lee Brice followed up Thompson
just as the sun went down, running on stage with,
“Columbia, S.C., it feels so good to be home.”
Starting off his set with “Four on the Floor,” Brice
pumped up the show with “Sumter County Friday
Night” and “She Ain’t Right” before bringing a stool
stage-front for an acoustic version of “A Woman Like
You.”
Brice covered Eli Young Band’s “Crazy Girl,” doing
best with his a capella belt of the final chorus. And the
country crooner finished off his set on the same note,

Courtesy of CMT.com

Georgia native and country artist Luke Bryan headlined a sold-out show at Columbia’s Tin Roof on Saturday.
reducing the audience to a much-welcomed slow sway
with “Love Like Crazy.”
And then, with dangerously tight jeans and a Solo
cup full of whiskey, Bryan proved his headlining spot.
He played up the Gamecock love and spent his set
reaching down to front-row fans and pelvic-thrusting
through his sweet Southern tunes. He welcomed
everyone to the Tin Roof parking lot, bringing people
back from the country air and dirt road to the longforgotten pavement.
“I’m so happy to be here in the heart of an SEC
school on a Saturday night,” Bryan said.
The sound of the crowd almost overpowered Bryan
as he sang “Drunk on You” and an abbreviated,
audience-led “Sorority Girl,” and moved right into a
call for all his deer-hunters and beer-drinkers.
This is a song for those “who like to drink beer and
hunt deer all at the same time,” Bryan said as he began
singing “Drinkin’ Beer and Wastin’ Bullets.”
Bryan, who grew up in Leesburg, Ga., and went to
school at Georgia Southern, worked the Gamecocks
and Columbia into his songs, and brought the
Carolina–Clemson rivalry to a head with an on-stage
dance competition between two boys in the crowd,

each sporting their respective team’s baseball cap. The
guys shook it for the crowd to Bryan’s “Country Girl”
with Carolina’s rep Paul busting what “Jersey Shore’s”
Deena would call the “Jersey Turnpike.”
“Paul, son, it looks like you were filming a porno,”
Bryan said as he crowned the Gamecock the winner.
He then invited the boys backstage for a beer as the
crowd joined in a “U-S-C” chant.
And even the most weary country fan couldn’t deny
Bryan’s closing mashup of everything from Sir Mix-aLot’s “Baby Got Back” to Lady Gaga’s “Bad Romance”
to Poison’s “Nothin’ But a Good Time.”
Bryan covered all his bases — he was heartfelt
and sensitive, taking to the grand piano for “Do I,”
and revved-up and sexual for his stage-spanning
performances of Steve Miller Band’s “The Joker” and
“It’s a Shore Thing.”
It was quite simply, from start to finish, an amazing
show. It gave a new heart to country music and turned
Columbia, just for one night, into a small town in the
soul of the Southern life.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix
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HOUSING

LINE AD RATES

EMPLOYMENT

3BD, 2BA one mile to USC, Old
Shandon,fenced yard. 318-0729
2 bdrm 1 1/2 bath Charleston
townhouse
Living, dining room, kitchen
laundry area. Fenced, storage
shed. 5 minutes from downtown.
107 Ashley Ct. W. Cola, 261-9085
Email svagroup@aol.com

EMPLOYMENT
Bartending! Up to $250/Day. No
Experience Nec.Training Available.
800-965-6520 Ext253
Now hiring party host and referees
for our NE Monkey Joe’s. Come
in to apply or go online at www.
monkeyjoes.com/columbia
Harper’s Restaurant Hiring
We are looking for friendly,
hardworking, team players in the
form of servers and hostesses.
Please apply in person T-TH, 2-4
pm. Experience and daytime
availability preferred.
Email
MSimmons@harpers-rest.com

1st insertion: $2.50 / line
Subsequent: $1.50 / line

Overwhelming response from
Columbia’s nightlife seekers
means we need additional staff!
We are hiring attractive bartenders,
shotgirls, waitstaff and security at
the premier nightspot, XS Nightlife.
Apply in person, weeknights from
5-7 pm, 700B Gervais Street.
EOE.
Real Estate Investment FirmPart time or Intern needed
for Real Estate Investment/
Development Firm. You will learn
valuable information about our
industry, real estate, economy
and investments. As well as boost
your professional resume. This is
a once in a lifetime opportunity!
Real estate or finance majors are
preferred.
Call Joe Hawk @ 8033612461 or
email joehawk@hiltonhawk.com

ADDITIONAL INFO
Two line minimum
Avg. line length of 30
characters

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available
for addt’l cost

The “I’ll Just Have One More” Martini
3 oz. gin or vodka
1/2 oz. dry vermouth
3 olives
1 automobile
1 long day
1 diminishing attention span
1 too many

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day
prior to publication

TRAVEL

Groucho’s Deli
P/T Kitchen Staff. Lunchtime Avail.
Apply In Person. Groucho’s Deli
611 Harden St.

Combine ingredients. Drink. Repeat.
Mix with sharp turn, telephone pole.

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189 for 7-Days. All prices
include: Round-trip luxury cruise
with food. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of 13
resorts. Appalachia Travel. www.
BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018

TAX ASSOCIATE for Global Tax
Service starting January ‘12. Office
walking distance from Campus,
Vista. CPA candidate preferred.
Join a small, growing company
with growth potential. Specialists
in tax returns for overseas
taxpayers. Some international
travel. Resume to
resume@globaltaxonline.net

Never underestimate ‘just a few.’
Buzzed driving is drunk driving.

Courier Position
Downtown law firm is seeking parttime courier for morning hours.
Please call 779-8900 between
9am - 5pm.

Go to www.dailygamecock.com and click on “Classifieds” to place your online &/or print ads. Upload your image(s) & manage your own account in one convenient place!
*FREE ONLINE ADS! Available only to USC students, faculty & staff. Just use your sc.edu email address.
Questions or special requests, call 777-3888 • Office hours: M-F 8:30am- 5pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

THE SCENE

PHD • JORGE CHAM
TODAY
SCENE SC.COM PRE SENT S: ACOUSTIC
POWER BALLAD COVERS
9 p.m., Free over 21 / $3 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

TODAY

TOMORROW
“THE WHISTLEBLOWER”
5:30 p.m. / 8 p.m., $6.50
students / $7.50 general
Nickelodeon Theatre,
937 Main St.

THE SEA WOLF MUTINY, REJECTIONEERS,
PARELLIBLU
7 p.m., $5 over 21 / $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

Columbia Charlotte Shuttle

S

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer
Heyents!
tud
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

10/17/11

1 2 3 4

for 10/14/11

10/17/11

ACROSS
1 Name thought to
mean “father of
many”
8 Like Rubens
15 Song title words
after “The future’s
not ours to see”
16 Novel genre
17 20th-century
Riyadh-born ruler
18 Axes to grind
19 1966 Candlestick
Park highlight
21 Pier gp.
22 Correct
23 “I give up!”
24 Inclement
weather sounds
26 Early L.A. Times
publisher
Harrison Gray __
28 Acronymous gun
29 Old Turkish leader
31 “The Curse of
Capistrano” hero
33 Small missions?
34 Baseball glove
part
36 Theoretical
extreme
37 Health facility
40 Not at all active
42 Mainline?
44 Ride
47 Stiff
49 Close call
50 They’re involved
in joints
52 Old pol. divisions
54 Emmy-winning
NFL analyst
Collinsworth
55 Subject of an
annual contest
held in Brooklyn
58 Suppress
59 Ambushed
61 “1984” superstate
62 Son of Aaron
63 Arrival time for
the fashionably
late?
64 Diminishes
DOWN
1 EPAstat
2 Aptly named
soda brand
3 Circulation
measure
4 Charge
5 Wave makeup
6 “Any fool can
make __”:

Thoreau
7 Squeaked by
8 Small part
9 Wikipedia’s
globe, e.g.
10 Correct
11 Nick of
“Heartbreakers”
12 Move from the
edge
13 “The Odds
Against Me”
autobiographer
John
14 1956 Moses
player
20 __ bath
21 __ facto
25 Shortened, in a
way
27 Certain Eur. miss
30 Old Nair
alternative
32 Density symbols,
in physics
35 Military bigwig
37 Daydream
38 Sartre, for one
39 They may be
brown or pale
40 Not stacked
41 Rear
43 Pops since 1905
44 Final stage, as of
a career
45 Memorial tablet

Solutions from 10/14/11

46 How batters must
bat
48 Gardening
gadget
51 Hot stuff
53 Old
56 CBS maritime
drama
57 Hair
treatments
60 J et al.
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Mullen: Bulldogs are one step away
Carolina wins sixth
straight against MSU,
move up in polls
James Kratch

JKRATCH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

STARKVILLE, Miss. —
This has been a disappointing
season for Dan Mullen and
Missisippi State.
But the Bulldogs’ third-year
coach believes his team is a lot
closer to reaching its aspirations
than a 3-4 mark and 0-4 start to
Southeastern Conference play
suggests.
“For our guys, we’re not far
off from where we want to be,”
said Mullen after the Bulldogs’
14 -12 lo s s here to S out h
Carolina. “That fi nal step is a
tough one. We have to take that
final step to get over the hump
and become a top-10 or top-15
team. I don’t see us very far off
as a team.”
MSU had a fourth quarter
lead against a top-15 team in
the No. 15 Gamecocks . But
that 10-7 advantage became
a 14-10 deficit when Connor
Shaw hit Alshon Jeffery for a
game-winning touchdown pass
with 3:50 left in regulation. The
Bulldogs got the ball to the USC
32 on the ensuing drive, but D.J.
Swearinger’s interception of
MSU quarterback Tyler Russell
sealed the Bulldogs’ fate.
“We have to finish these
games out and find a way to
make the big play to win the

Gerry Melendez / THE STATE

Mississippi State quarterback Tyler Russell (17) spent most of his day being pressured by Shaq Wilson (54) and the USC defense.
game when the game is on the
line in the fourth quarter,”
Mullen said. “We have to make
sure as coaches we’re putting
our guys in a position to do
that, and we can continue to
coach and continue to develop
them and continue to get better.
There’s a lot of football still left
in this season.”
MSU’s schedule lightens a
bit over the next two weeks,
as the Bulldogs will travel to
Kentucky on Oct. 29 after a
bye week before returning to

GAME ● Cont. from 8

KRATCH ● Cont. from 8

MSU a safet y a nd
making the fi nal score
14-12.
“Great team victory,”
Spu r r ier sa id. “ I’m
really proud of them,
hanging in there. Two
touchdowns is all we
could get. That’s all we
got against [Vanderbilt],
and that’s all we got
against Georgia really
on offense. We need to
get better.”
The win improves
USC’s record to 6-1,
making them eligible
for bowl season for the
eighth consecutive year.
“We’re going to go
in there and celebrate
becoming bowl
eligible,” Spurrier said.
“ T h at ’s s o me t h i n g
we’re never going to
take for granted. That’s
an accomplishment.”

recognized the same thing
in the Bulldogs’ coverage
scheme. So Shaw d id
what Spurrier tells all his
quarterbacks to do when
it comes to Jeffery: He
threw a jump ball and let
the All-American go get
it.
“I saw single coverage
out t here,” Shaw said.
“You just try to get the
ball to Alshon whenever
you can — especially with
the game on the line like
that.”
Jeffer y went and got
it for a 14-10 lead USC
would never relinquish.
“We figured it out on
the last drive,” Shaw said.
A nd South Carolina
figured out that it has its
quarterback. The final
drive of the game was
s omet h i n g Sh aw a nd
t he Gamecocks sorely
needed, especially after he
had looked more like the
wide-eyed kid who starter
against East Carolina

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/
sports

Davis Wade Stadium to play
Ten nessee M a r t i n a week
before No. 2 Alabama comes to
Starkville, providing the ’Dogs
with another chance to make a
statement.
“We have to take the next
step,” said tailback Vick Ballard.
“That is hard, but we have to
make that leap.”
Russell starts: After much
discussion as to who Mississippi
State’s starting quarterback
would be, Russell started and
lasted the whole game despite

rather than the cerebral
veteran who eviscerated
Kentucky for most of the
afternoon. That it came
days after the Stephen
Garcia era finally came to
its tumultuous conclusion
was even better Shaw.
Garcia’s not walking
t hrough t hat door
a ny more. T here’s no
one for Shaw to look
over his shoulder at. He
became South Carolina’s
quarterback in title on
Tuesday. But it was on
Saturday that he proved
he is wort hy of being
it. That when it’s all on
the line, he can deliver.
This was a performance,
warts and all, that proves
Shaw is capable of leading
the Gamecocks back to
the SEC Championship
G a me even w it hout
Marcus Lattimore beside
him in the backfield, to
both his teammates and
even to Shaw himself.
“Something like
that, it just boosts his

taking several big hits. Chris
Relf, who started the season as
the Bulldogs’ top quarterback
before being benched against
UAB, did not play. Third-string
qua r terback D yla n Fav re ,
nephew of NFL legend Brett
Favre , attempted a pass on a
trick play from receiver.
Si x in a row: The
Gamecocks have now won six
straight games against MSU
and lead the all-time series 8-6.
USC’s streak began in 2000
w it h a 23-19 w in over t he

confidence,” Ellington
said. “It helps him go into
games knowing, situations
like that, he can do it.”
No, Shaw didn’t play
very well for most of the
game. But as Spurrier
rem i nded t he world
after the fact, he’s still
inexperienced. And much
of what he did wrong can
be corrected.
“He wasn’t qu ite as
sharp as last week, but
we’ll work on it,” Spurrier
said. “He’s only played a
couple (of games) now.”
Shaw’s day wasn’t done
after the game-winning
drive, though. After D.J.
Swearinger picked of f
MSU quarterback Tyler
Russell on the Bulldogs’
f ut ile f inal drive, t he
Gamecocks recovered at

want your
GUXJ©UH½OOV©IDVWHU"
XVH©P\rxVSDFH
KWWSVP\U[VSDFHXVKVVFHGX

FDPSXV©pharmacy
#©WKRPVRQ©VWXGHQW©KHDOWK©FHQWHU

Bulldogs.
Spurrier hits 50: Saturday’s
win was Steve Spurrier’s 50th
at Carolina. Only Rex Enright
(64) has more career wins at
the school. The Gamecocks are
now 50-34 under Spurrier.
New poll standings: The
Gamecocks moved up a spot to
No. 14 in the Associated Press
poll and No. 12 in the USA
Today coaches’ poll on Sunday.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

their own 12 with 1:45
left in the game, needing
to find a way to run the
clock down and preserve
the win.
A few r u shes a nd a
M S U t i m e o u t l a t e r,
t he G amecock s fou nd
t hemselves facing a
fourth-and-8 from the
USC 14 with four seconds
left. USC took a delay of
game to push the ball back
to the 9-yard line. Shaw
trotted over to get the call
from Spurrier. When he
heard it, he took a double
take.
“When [Spurrier] said
‘safety,’ I kind of looked up
at the clock and I was like,
‘This is a first for me,’”
Shaw said. “It was cool.”
Spurrier instructed his
quarterback to take the

snap, run toward the end
zone and then step out
the back of it once time
expired for a game-ending
safety in a decision bound
to infuriate Las Vegas,
but ot her w ise ensu re
a victorious plane ride
home. Shaw dut if u lly
obliged, and the game
ended thereafter.
Shaw said he was
counting out loud on the
final play to ensure he
stepped out of bounds at
the proper time, which
he did. Quite the fitting
end to a day where Shaw’s
fellow Gamecocks learned
that with the game on the
line, they can count on
their quarterback to pull
them through.
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GAMECOCKS RALLY LATE
Gerry Melendez / THE STATE

Junior receiver Alshon Jeffery (above) caught a 4-yard touchdown pass from quarterback Connor Shaw with about four minutes left in the game to give USC its first lead.

Shaw finds Jeffery in
fourth quarter for win
Ryan Velasquez

RVELASQUEZ@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

STARKVILLE, Miss. — The first
game of the Connor Shaw era saw South
Carolina’s struggling offensive unit put up
50-plus points for the first time in 2011.
The same couldn’t be said about the
second outing, but fortunately for the
Gamecocks, that didn’t matter at the end
of the day.
After accumulating just 210 yards of
offense through nearly three-and-a-half
quarters and trailing Mississippi State by
three, Shaw led the No. 15 Gamecocks on
a crucial 79-yard drive that ended with a
4-yard touchdown pass to Alshon Jeffery,
allowing them to escape with a narrow
14-12 win.
“It was a struggle,” said coach Steve
Spurrier. “We had a lot of bad plays
here and there, but somehow or another,
Connor found Alshon on the jump ball.

We’d been trying to get the jump ball
thrown, and he finally threw it perfectly.”
The drive proved to be Carolina’s
longest of the day, chewing up nearly six
minutes. After opening the possession
with a 19-yard throw to Ace Sanders ,
Shaw proceeded to complete two more
passes and gain 10 yards on the ground
before hitting Jeffery for the go-ahead
score.
“I saw single coverage out there, and
you just try to get the ball to Alshon
whenever you can, especially with the
game on the line like that,” Shaw said.
A lso playing a significant role on
the drive was Bruce Ellington , who
contributed as a receiver and behind
center in the wildcat formation. The
Moncks Corner native ran three plays
behind center, completing an 8-yard pass
to Jeffery and running twice for 14 yards,
and also managed to haul in a critical
8-yard catch on the left sideline while just
managing to remain inbounds.
“I made a good pass to A lshon in
practice one day, and I guess that changed
[Spurrier’s] mind about me throwing the

ball,” Ellington said. “He put me in there
at wildcat, and I did a good job running
it.”
Ellington played an important part on
USC’s only other scoring drive as well.
Trailing 7-0 in the second quarter, the
Gamecocks put together a 13-play drive,
with Ellington posting three catches for
24 yards along with a crucial 16-yard
completion to Marcus Lattimore on a
third-and-7 play. Lattimore, who left the
game in the fourth quarter with a knee
injury, would cap off the drive with a
4-yard touchdown run.
“This was a great win,” Ellington said.
“Everybody wants to win; nobody wants
to lose. We came out with a win. We’re
just going to keep moving on and hope we
keep winning.”
Carolina overcame the lack luster
offensive performance with a strong
showing from its defense, holding the
Bulldogs to just 10 points while also
snagging a pair of interceptions. Safety
D.J. Swearinger led the way with 12
tackles and spur linebacker Antonio Allen
added 10 of his own.

“It was a physical game,” Allen said.
“We always try to come out and create
turnovers for the offense.”
The unit’s biggest turnover came in
the final moments of the fourth quarter.
Following USC’s go-ahead score, MSU
began a comeback drive of its own, moving
the ball to the USC 32 with just over two
minutes remaining. Throwing deep down
the left sideline, however, quarterback
Tyler Russell was picked by Swearinger,
ending any hopes of a come-from-behind
victory for the Bulldogs (3-4, 0-4 SEC).
“That was a big-time play,” Allen said.
“It was a great catch, a great interception.
I didn’t even see it until he caught it and
was on the ground. He just read the
quarterback’s eyes and broke on the ball.”
The Gamecocks (6-1, 4-1) were four
seconds short of running the clock out
on the following drive. Rather than punt
it back to the Bulldogs from deep in their
own territory, however, Shaw ran to the
back of the end zone and stepped out of
bounds just as the clock hit zero, giving
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Kratch: Shaw rises to occasion in victory
Young quarterback
shakes off struggles
on crucial final drive
S TA R K V I L L E , M i s s .
— S out h C a r ol i n a lo s t a
quarterback to begin the week.
The universit y saw another
grow up before its eyes to end it.
Connor Shaw didn’t play
particularly well
for most of USC’s
14-12 win over
Mississippi State
here. But when
his team — and
after this, there’s
no denying it’s
James
Shaw’s team now
Kratch
— needed him
Fourth-year
English student
mo s t , he r o s e
to the occasion
and marched down the field to
victory amid the din of cowbells
inside Davis Wade Stadium.
Struggling with accuracy and
feeling pressure from Bulldog
defenders, Shaw walked onto
the field with 9:44 remaining,
having thrown for just 116 yards
on 16 completions — with three
sacks and two interceptions.
More importantly, Shaw’s
team t railed 10 -7 a nd was
standing on its own 21, needing
79 yards for a game-winning
score. Given that USC had
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Connor Shaw (14) helped lead the Gamecocks to a game-winning score against Mississippi State.
started on its own 36 or better
four times already and failed to
score a single point, it appeared
the Gamecocks had quite the

uphill climb in front of them.
Shaw said he and the other 10
men on the offense got into the
huddle and reassured themselves

they could do it; they had it in
them to put aside the struggles
of the day, take the ball the
length of the field and leave

town with a victory. They did
just that. And it started with the
quarterback.
On the first play of the drive,
Shaw stood tall in the pocket,
delivering a 19-yard st rike
across the middle to Ace Sanders
followed by a 5-yard rush.
USC went to Bruce Ellington
in the wildcat formation and
tailback Brandon Wilds on
the next three plays. But Shaw
reemerged for another 5-yard
run, followed by back-to-back
8-yard completions to Ellington
a nd Ju s t ic e C u n n i n g h a m
to get the Gamecocks to the
Mississippi State 11.
Carolina again leaned on
Ellington and Wilds to get the
ball to the MSU 4, but faced
a third-and-goal when Steve
Spurrier put the game in Shaw’s
hands.
The Gamecock s were
rewarded soon thereafter.
The chosen play called for
Alshon Jeffery to run a hitch
route. But the junior receiver
read the MSU defense leaning
inside and opted to run a fade
pattern instead. Jeffery, who had
struggled mightily himself up to
that point with just four catches
for 20 yards, said he felt he had
to make a play.
Luck ily for Jeffer y, Shaw
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